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Tb~ Departm.ent wbich I represent prQudly here today is aotnetim.es referred. to
as the "Oept:lrtment of the West". It is true that most of the lands· end resources
whicb we are charged to manage and acnserve are looated, west of the lOOth _riditan.
Some of us, however,. are _king a conaerted effort to oar1'Y our. mission to the
other sections by emphasizing tbe stake Which, the Whole NatiQn has in tm. ptlplic1y
owned, foresta, grasslands and scenio wonders of the ar~. There needS also to be
a general awareness of some of the problems and iss.ues whioh are. thougb.t at as
western but which have a significanoe beyond that region.

I am therefore doubly indebted to YPu for your invi tati.on to participate in
thhoo.nvention. I have not only the opportunity of visiting and perhaJ?s oanying
ourmeasage toa Ste'lie not OIl oUt' usual itinerary, but a oh.ance to disouss an
aspe.ot ofoUl' work with a segment of your industry not .usually repreenteQ..:tnQUl'
4elibetatlone.
Nevertheless, I'm pleased to :remind you that your national convention is
being held in one of the pu1;>11<) land States. Even though the rem$in.ing pupl:ie
domain l$nds in F1oridanow tot.al less tban 2,000 aores, it originally waSlUOre
than 4' million. When the United States aoquiredFlorida from Spain in 181.9; we
pai<i about seven million dOllars, or about 14 oents an aore. This Was quite a
bit more than the two oents per aere that we paid in 1867 for Alaska, the State
farthest removed from you, which oost about the same number of dollars, but ha.d
a lot more aores.. However, Florida land valJ.les being what they are, you. can bOlst
of a greater rate of appreciation on the. original investment.
While our Department does not bulk large as a supplier of spaoe and forage
in Florida, this bas not seemed to disoourage the growth of a th,riving oattle
industry-...a sOberi1:).g and somewhat detlating thought. And yet we have bad a par~
in this. development in quite a different way. A very significant partioipant in
this important Florida industry is the Seminole Indian enterprise which we have
the duty of serving as trustee and advisor in i t8 cOlliJllendable effort to J:mJ?rQve
the welfare· of the Seminole people. Their sucoess symbolizes the capaoity of
this land to support a thr1:l7ing livestock industry.
A few years ago, the Seminoles succeeded in clearing and diking aotne of their
marshy lands. With the addition of fertilizer, feIlQing and e moder$te investment
in stock, they have achieved one of the major $uocesses among Indian enterprises.
From a few thousand, their individually owned herds have grown to about 7,,00; the
calf crop has risen from 20 percent to SO percent. The old swa~pla~d prod,uced

o sili~~S"'t1f'\~to

the&el'e; rea14:i.med. S.t)d irrigatito p(tet\1te now'iprQl:iooeS"
100 pounds • , So ou~s ·1s a direct interest in 't;be.P'«z:ing ~ndust:t7, of this st«w-even if a l~t$d,one. We S$e a p~oud people" wbGhave now established a goal of a
12; cow her~ for each family. If the Lone RangC\)l' and Tonto ~d not already
demonstrated it, we have olear proof tbat there is no inOQIDpatibility between

cowbQys and Indiansl

.
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In a little more than thr.ee week$, I will be meeting with some of you at the
.t;aticnal A<1visory' Board Council session at. Albuquerque. YOt.U:' associatien stresses
its'I1$.t:i.onWide sta.tus by both the words "Ameriee.n" and "'National". 'The word
"nationa111 might seem tc be less appropriate for tbe Albuquerque meeting, whioh
will cenoern itself with tbe use by livestock (and, so far as the forage is
concerned, by wildlife) of about 170 million acres of Federal land administered by
the Bureau of Land AlIanagement in ten Western State.s.
. This isn't all 'Of the Federal range adminiswred by the Interior Department,
and the United states Forest Servioe ad!11inisters grazing, among other uses, on 60
million ..ores 'Or S'O 'Of nati~nal forests in t~ same States. The 25 million
.AUM's fcrage furnished by BIM and USFS (16.7 million BIM and 8.5 million AWls
Forest Service) in the t.feswrn States coustitutes 'Only about one... tenth 'Of the total
livestook feed requirements of the states tbemselvesjO National~, all Federal
rangelands supp~ less than three peroent of the total feed. requirements.
I dcn't give these statistics to minimize the importanoe of the Federal
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sources, and is the key to sucoessful operation of hundreds or thQusands of
different livestock operators.

Within the West itself, en a state... by...state basis, the degree of dependenoe
on Federal lnnds varies widely. A' measure of this degree of d.ependence llas been
computed, whichrefleots the relative position of livestock income to total
agricultural inoome, and 'Of inocme dependent on Federal rangeland to total
livestcck inceme. '!his index of dependenoe on Federal rangeland varies from a
high of 40 in Nevada down to five in California e.nd Oregen, and less than that in
Wasb,ingt'l")n, In Wlroming it's 25; in Utah 20; in New Mexioo 15; in Montana, Idaho,
Colorado and Arizona it's 10.
However, even in California which ranks lew en this scale, some communities'
dependence index would shoot way up near 100 percent, just as it does in many
parts of Nevada and w.voming. The impact of depend.ence on Federal lands can be"
critical to the economw in many western towns and oounties.
But the.Nationa.l Advisory Board Council is n~tiop§+.nonetheless. For it is
concerned with the use of Federal range under ~ Federal statute, the Taylor
Grazing Act of 1934. That statute has as one of its purposes the stabiliz.ation
of the livestock industry dependent on the Federal range and it gave a preference
to landowners engaged in the livestock business at the time of the passage of the
aot. Although the grazing districts which the 'law authorizes exist only in the
Western States, they are creatures of a national aot" and administered by the
Interior Department, a natienal agency. The.se are F)9!t:,1 lands, owned by the
whole Nation.
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'!he TaYlor Grazing Aot, as lIve saio, has as an objeotive the sta.bilization
of the livestock inoustry dependent on Federalrange. I doubt that this means
neoessarily the l2ubsid:t2Hu:tgn of that segment of the industry, yet aspects are
present which have been oharged as subsidy and whioh are worthy of disoussion in
this National Convention.
Tl1e Aotprovides for the payment annually of u~sonable fees. The Seoretary
of the Interior is required, in fixing the fees" to ntake into account the extent
to whioh such districts yield public benefits over and above those acoruing to
the users of the forage resources for livestock purposes" and the act authorizes
a preferenoe or priority system.
This priority system gives economic significance to the Taylol' Grazing
The grazing privileges it cQnfers have a monetary value or economic worth.
they cannot be solo or tl'ansferred as separate entities, but their value is
nonetheless real since they becS'me a part of the value of the home ranch or
lands belonging to the holder • They at'e capitalized into the real value of
home ranch just as effectively as if they were an improvement on fee lands.
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When a ranch changes hands, or is mortgaged, or is involved in any other
credit transaction, the buyer or the banker is concerned with the nature and extent
of the grazing urightsll almost more than with anything else. This economic fact
of life means several things to us. It means that withdrawal or reduction of the
privilege of grazing on ]i'ederal land can have a violent economic impact on ranch
operations which are heavily dependent on Federal range. By the same token, this
capitalized increment is v,lao reflected in higher tax payments since assessments
follow market value, however imperfectly.
Yet the courts have said many times that lIgrazing privileges"are just that.
They are not prj.vate proPerty to be bought and sold, and governmental action which
takes them away is not a taking for which compensation must be paid. The Congress
has made one significant general exception--if the taking is to serve a use for
war or national defense purposes, the Government will pay flfor the losses
suffered. II
Now all of this may sound like a pretty good thing--at least for the
privileged priority holders. But there is a pervading atmosphere of insecurity
under this system and for a number of reasonS. First, as I shall outline in more
detail later, there is no guarantee that the lands must always be used for
grazing; competing uses may be given priority. Further, states have certain
claims against the public domain; if they select grazing lands, the priority
rights are extinguisheo. In other situations, grazing lands may be exchanged
for State or priVate lands with the same result if, to use the language of the
Act, lIthe public interest will be benefitted thereby. II
Reductions in grazing allotments can have thE' same effect on capitalized
values. This is a serious matter in money terms only i f the values capi ta,lized
into the home ranch by reasons of Federal grazing privileges bear a significant
relationship to the values apart from the Federal grazing. I've hinted at this by
pointing out the great variation in dependence on Federal range, suggesting that
the degree of dependence affects these values. The number of operators totally
d.ependent on Federal range is comparatively few, and even as to them there are or
could be alternate feed sources in most oases. But other factors are involved.

The user of the range, Federal or private, regards grazing fees as a major
dollar sign factor. To put Federal fees in perspective, we must compare them with
the cost of equivalent forage on private lands as well as measure them against the
~.ncrease in the value of an animal attributable to Federal range use.
By such
analYsis we can begin to evaluate the nature and extent of the capitalized values
derived from public range use.

At the outset of this discussion, let me admit ana. ~hasize ~ full
reoognition that the Bureau of Land _nagement pricing system is no model of fairness or precision. It r s very deficiencies cast dark suspicions on d.;i.rect
comparison with the price of forage from other sources,..· Some of these shoUld be
cited:
•• logically the value of an ADM should vary with carrying oapaoity for
each unit of land; the greater the carrying capacity the mor.e
valuable the AUM. Yet we have a standard rate.
--seasonal~ the availability and nutritional value of forage varies.
Our rate is uniform.
But still other factors enter in, to make comparison difficult because t~
grow out of the publig ownership and management of the resouroe--as contrasted with
equiValent private lands. First, c~eting public useS are or are subJeot to being
aocommodated:recreat:lonal uses, hunting and fishing, wildlife babitat areas, and
:the like. What discount should be allowed for this? Another factor: g:tuing fees
have remained below the level of actual cost for so long as to suggest that public
polioy favors the maintenance of a fee level utlI'elated to outside measures of
f<:>l'age value.
This last suggestion can almost be proved by tracing the histo~ of the tee .
schedule. The initial rate was set at a meeting of the National Council's precursOr organization in Salt Lake Oity in 1936. The Department proposed a figure of
ten cents pel' ADM, pending detailed study and development of a fee system. Only
the representatives of Oalifornia and COlorado found this acceptable, however, and
a oompromise five Mrnt level resulted. Today our rate is nineteen centS. Taking
into account price inflation, the interim rate proposed in 1936--ten cents-~
converts to 24 cents, five cents m.orethan we now oharge. Thus we haven't even
reached the fee level that the Department thought minimal a quarter of a oentury
ago.
Bearing in mind all I've said about the reasons why the Federal fee should not
necessarily be measured by the private market, we can tentativelY approach a
con~ideration of the extent of the differenoe.
An interesting case study of an area of Nevada is available. In the area
studied, public land, private land, and leased railroad land, are all checkerboardad,
eliminating considerations of differences in land, types. Prices paid ina reoent
year for 'Use of sagebrush range with a carrying capaoity of .12 acres AW, used
during spring, summer and fall, were 19 cents to the BLM and 60 cents to the railrOad, The associated fee land used- for grazing carries a burden of taxes and an
inferred burd.en of interest on the value of the land which computes out at $3.60
per AUM.
Another study confining itself to comparable lands compared BLM, Forest Service, and state or private rates. In Montana, the private owner was getting $3.00,
the Forest Service 49 cents, while on BLM the flat rate then was 22 cents.
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The Forest Service in some areas administers both Forest Service and intermingled private lands, but a't dH'ferent rates •. Their own rates in one such area

are two... and-one-half times higher than under BLM; their administered rates more
than four times Bll~'S.

Among the bureaus of the Department of the Interior which report to me, the
Bureau of Indian Affairs gets roughly five times as much per ADM for leased Indian
lands as is charged in the grazing districts. The:eLM itself gets three times as
much per AUl1 on some of its leased L. U. lands as it gets in the districts, and more
than twice as much on the 0 & C Grant Lands.
Are these low fees necessarily subsidies?
A Department of Agriculture economist, M. L. Upchurch, summarized the dilemma
'to my satisfaction last month at a meeting in Denver of the .American Association for
the Advancement of Science:
"Fedel"al range is always used in conjunction with private pasture,cropland,
or water resources. Together, these resources are the land base of a ranch,
a livestock-producing firm. Together, they have a value. If one part of
this input mix is underpriced, it is likely that other parts are overpriced.
Thus when a l"anch is sold, it is likely that the profit-pl"oducing capacity
of the entire ranch is capitalized in the private property part of it.
People whQ have bought ranches under these circumstances doubtless feel
that they have paid ffull value' for this profit-producing capacity, even
though they did not pay the Federal C-overmnent for it."
"Once a schedule of prices becomes institutionalized--be it grazing fees
on public land, taxes, or rates charged for irrigation water--to the extent
that other prices and costs adjust to them, there are strong arguments
against change, or at least against large or sudden changes. Values of
commensurate property of public range users have adjusted to the present
schedule of fees. Ranchers who have bought such property have paid full
value for the productive capacity of their ranches. An increase in
grazing fees would, in effect, multiply the price they have already paid."
For those of you who have no dependence on Federal range, a formula will come
to mind. Take the amount that a ranchts value with its Federal grazing "rights"
exceeds its value without them; figure interest on the difference at the going
commercial rate. Add this to direct grazing costs, and then make grazing cost
comparisons. If the resulting figure favors the operator, what we call it--subsidy
or something else--is irrelevant. The essential fact is that it is an economic
reality which has become an integral part of the industry's pattern. We ought not
tinker with ::I.t unless we have a clesr realization of the possible consequences.
From a public policy standpoint, we must examine the question from
D:id Congress, we must ask ourselves, intend that we should consider the
the user as we find him in 1962, 28 years eftel" the passage of the Act?
it seems from an examination of the legislative history, the intent was
to the user conditions and terms of use to enable him to secure for his
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invested capital a return at least equivalent to that earned by the labor and
capital of other stockmen. The system has resulted, as we have seen from
.)J1r. Upchurch, i.n an artificial inflation of the commensurate value. Upward adJustment of fees will multiply to him costs already paid. Is this situation a reason
not to adjust fees upward?
These questions have assumed an importance such as they have never had before
becaUSe a combination of ciroumstances and t;rends are foroing us to re.eval,uate the
tee structure.
In the West itsel.fthere are tbe 'beginnings of oomplaint about the Taylor
Grazing Act preferenoe system--stelllII1ing !as you might imagine from tbose wbo have
need for additional torage but who do not quality tor permits.
Moreover I deficits have accumulated in the management of grazing lands: of
l7() plusJId,llion acres use(i for this purpose, a hundred million are producing less
than their forage potential and J; million are deteriorat!ng under present use.
As responsible husbaudmen, we cannot allow our national heritage to deteriorate.
To seek the tunds to rebuild a.nd p~eserve the range is to raise the question ot
user fees. What does our balanoe sheet show under this scrutiny?
Receipts from BIM grazing fees in Taylor Act districts brought in $3 .m!llion
in 1960. In this fiscal year of 1962 we will spend more than $4 million tor range
management an(i protection alone, plus nearly a million for weed control and a large
part ot the $6~; million allocated to soil and moisture conservation on public
lands. Even at this rate 'Of expend! twe, I fm told we have a lOO...year backlog of
clete~l'ed:wor}f. No. onewillexpeetcunent userstopeythe full cOst of :remed~ng
generations of neglect. But demands that thei~ proportionate share be increased
will be almost impessible to silence.
Finally, President Kennedy in his Resources Message about a year ago charged
the :Bureau of tlle Budget with the responsibility of developing a set of "general
prinoiples for the application of tees, permits a.nd other user charges at all types
'Of Federal natural resources projects or areas."
The need for such principles Was set forth by the President in these terms:
"Fees and use.r oharges wholly inconsistent with each other, with value received,
and with public polioy have been imposedet some Federal deveiopments."
I venture to say that this Presidential directive will result in two strong
to bring the fees charged into some kind of uniformity among the
Federal agencies. The ether will require that the fees at least cover the cost of
administration. :Beth 'Of these pressures will tend inevitably toward increasing the
present levels,
pressures~~ene

In reSpense to the requirement imposed as a result Of the President's message,
tlle Department submitted to the Bureau of the Budget suggested principles. Therein
was recognized the principle that user fees and oharges fer grazing should
correspond to the fair market value, as established by appraisal or cempetitive
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bidding, but this principle was ooupled with the recognition that "where
competitive bidding would result in destroying established ranching operations
dependent upon Federal grazing lands as provided by law other methods of determining fair market value consistent with the circumstances shall be used."
In this we have provided no answer to tb,e basic question. You will note that
the Department of the Interior has approached the issue with caution--not because
we are opposed to equitable adjustments, but because there is too much at stake.
We have no disposition to disrupt the system or to destroy established ranching
operations.
But change is coming and we must be able to gauge realistically how much
change we can absorb without serious impact. One indicator of this is instruction:
the average fee paid for public domain grazing--overall--is 100. Thirty thousand
permittees pay a total of $3 million. The fees fixed by the Department are not,
therefore, a major part of ranching costs. Even the biggest operator will find
his Taylor Act fees insignificant in comparison with his other cost elements.
Our present fee system dates from a note published in the Federal Register
over the signature of former Secretary Seaton. That system ties grazing fees, on
an automatic escalation basis, to the average price per pound of beef or lamb.
The IUerits of fee increases entirely apart, 1 am personally very much in doubt that
the 1957 note effectively discharges the Secretary's duty to adjust rates annually,
as the Act clearly prescribes.
Be that as it may, and in response to all of the stimUli whi.oh I have outlined,
we recently published as propOSed ·rule-making a draft of regulations to revise
this system. Our.12rQ;gosal would not of itself change existing. rates. It would,
however, provide the framework wi thin which, the Secretary could exercise his
discretion to adjust fees as conditions warrant or require. He would utili~e a
formula based on a percentage of the market prioe per pound of beef or lamb. Under
the present system, that percentage is fixed at 100 percent of the market average
which may vary from year to year. Our revision would insert a second variable in
that the Secretary might also adjust the percentage factor.
Although this procedure was discussed with the National Advisory Board
Couno.il, notice of intent to adopt it has evoked objections. We have postponed
final action to adopt the proposed rule until after the Albuquerque meeting when
these objections can be heard and considered in full detail.
This brings us to the crossroads of decision. But it is not alone the
Department which is confronted with the dilemma, The industry must also accept
responsibility for the sound planning of its future on the Federal range. It
seems to me that it is confronted with two pretty clear alternatives:
(1) If the range users· appraisal of the situation is anywhere near
mine as summarized here, then they ought to cooperate with us in devising
realistio adjustments in the fee system. These improvements, loan
guarantee, will be undertaken in full realization of the philosophy which
I have emphssized--That weare dealilag jVith the values of ranches. Fees
can be adjusted gradually--but I see no escape from the oonclusion that
they must be revised upward.
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(2) Now the alternative is to attempt to retain the status quo. As long
as the forage rate is substantially different from commercial rates it
really doesn't much matter whether the differential is 1:5 or 1:10 or
1:20. But if there is to be an attempt to freeze the present fee system,
then its proponents should be prepared to secure an amendment to remove
the Secretary's duty to fix reaso:nab1e rates annually.
.
In evaluating the feasibility of the latter alternative, I think we should
take a very close look at some influences developing outside the cattle industry.
Symbolic of this is the pendency before the Congress of several bills which would
make BliVl lands subject to the same management objectives as set forth for Forest
Service lands in the Multiple Use Act of 1960.
My personal feeling is that multiple-use legislation is all right if it isn't
oversold. Where two or more uses of public land can be accommodated, it is only
good sense that they should be. But when the Secretary of the Interior must
choose as between incompatible uses, the existence of a multiple-use statute
doesn't help him much.
Whenever I meet with associations like yours concerned with uses of resources
of our public lands--forests, minerals, livestock--I find an atmosphere of unrest
and insecurity.
The prevailing spirit is that a land management system which has produced so
much social good--which has developed the raw West and made it great--ought to be
preserved unchanged* The postllTe is one of defensiveness--status quo.
But this view overlooks the fact that we have witnessed a turn of the
economic wheel. Thirty years ago the western livestock industry was the backbone
of our beef, lamb, wool and hide supply. Like the rest of the Nation it had
fallen upon hard times. Additionally, its reconstruction was hampered by the confusion that existed with respect to the use of the Federal range. The Taylor
Grazing Act was an essential step to recovery--it resolved the long-standing
problem of Federal range ownership and use.
Yet almost from the year of its enactment great changes have been at work in
our land. The most colossal war in history required that millions of acres be
wi thdrawn for military purposes; our increasing dependence on petroleum and
natural gas has created a competitor for the land; the gasoline drawn from public
lands propels automobiles and trucks across broad strips gouged out of the oncefree range for highways; and now an exploding population with more leisure and
greater mobility demands that open space be set aside for parks and recreation
areas, and hunting and fishing preserves. These competing uses are formidable in
their demands. The Taylor Grazing Act is no citadel of defense for the western
cattlemen when another use is shown to have superior social or economic values.
In fact, the act by its own language provides the mechanism whereby its original
beneficiaries may be displaced.
In this aren.s of competition resolute resistance to change is not enough.
You must be prepared to demonstrate that traditional uses of the public doma~n-
graZing, lumbering and mining--are paying for the use privilege at least at a
level compatible with their economic contribution to the Nation.
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And do not make ,the mistake that public recreation will be an easy fOe i.n
this kind of competition. The national forests had nearly a hundred million
visitors last year. If collection of a ten cent entry fee had been made, recreation use of the forests would have returned more than three times the grazing fee
proceeds from BLM lands.
Just such a fee arrangement is being discussed to finance expanded public
recreetion-... for parks and recreation areas on public domain and national forest
lands. Can the livestock industry stand pat in the face of this comparison?
Gruse hu..Tlting as an example--the Fish and Wildlife Service has documented
it as a billion dollar industry already with a forecast that this will double by
1980. By that date we are told there will be 12 million big game hunters--at a
dollar apiece for a Federal permit, those using public lands would outstrip grazers
in BIM lands as contributors to the general welfare even now.
So multiple-use is far from a refuge for the cattleman. Indeed, it is the
gate through which competing uses enter what was his domain. These uses may be
compatible with grazing .... -they may not displace it from the range--but as they are
made to pay their way, the livestock industry must be prepared to undergo user
charge comparisons.
The livestock industry and the wood industry and the mining industry have a
story to tell as to their role in supplying the country with protein and cellulose
and minerals--the increase in demand for red meat and wood products is every bit
. as dramatic as the increase in demand for recreation, for it stems from the same
set of circumstances.
A study recently submitted to me projects an increase of 87 percent in the
demand for beef by 1980 over 1960 which would require a 75 to 80 percent increase
in number of animals.
That this increase in demand should be met in material part from the public
range is sensible because the public range is susceptible to such use. Such use
is in aid of good management.
But it is only logical that livestock will be considered as having a dominant
claim for at least its present share of the range's use if it pays reasonable fees
for such use. And certainly increased use from Federal investment in reseeding
and the like need not be burdened by the embedded rates appUed to the existing
resources. Movement toward this objective will have to be orderly and graduated-but, to paraphrase the President, let us begin.
A final word about multiple,.,use. If we must incorporate the term into our
lexicon, we ought to lift our sights to the future. The determinants for competing use demands ought not to be merely the immediate needs of the hunters versus
the park enthusiasts; the recrea+,ionists versus the commercial users; the returns
to the Treasury from camping fees versus grazing fees. The test for mUltiple-use
ought to include the releti ve contribution toward meeting the nation,9.l needs of this
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oountry twenty, fifty, a hundred years henoe. Among our national seour;i.ty needs,
our food and fiber needs, our need for pure water, and ~Jr need for green open
spaoes, a natural order of importanoe will evolve and change with the times and
teohnology. Especially is this true when we know our land base is no longer
stretohable, and we reoognize that we are planning for the future as well as
meeting the needs of the present.
We know how rapidly our population is expanding; we know how technology is
giving us all more leisure, more mobility, and more money. Every land use
de~ision we make ought to meet a test of contribution to the maximum extent
posSible to the projected needs not just of parks and reoreation but of food,·
fiber, water"
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